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MAN Nutzfahrzeuge is the largest company in the MAN Group and one of the leading international commercial vehicle manufacturers. In fiscal year 2003 the company with a workforce of 34,000 sold 56,000 trucks and 6,300 buses and reported a turnover of € 6.7 billion. 
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Preview: MAN Nutzfahrzeuge at IFAT 2005	Munich, 09.03.2005



At the 14th international trade fair for water-wastewater-refuse-recycling (IFAT) MAN Nutzfahrzeuge will be presenting numerous innovations from 25th - 29th April 2005 in Munich:

	MAN TGL: Geman première of the new lightweight commercial vehicle range
	MAN TGA HydroMatic: World première of the hydrostatic front-axle drive for the TGA heavy range 
	MAN TGA Low Entry: Start of sales of the version especially designed for the disposal industry


MAN will be exhibiting a total of six vehicles at the Munich fairground, hall B5, stand 215. Their chassis have been designed in particular to meet the branch requirements of public-utility service and the disposal industry. 

MAN TGL
At the IFAT the TGL is being presented for the first time at a trade fair in Germany. The new range has gross weights ranging from 7.5 to 12 tonnes and at IFAT it is represented with a refuse collection truck with a 12-tonne chassis. The short but very spacious cab offers the driver and crew a generous amount of space previously unknown in this class.

MAN TGA HydroMatic
The new drive concept which MAN offers for the TGA range permits additional traction on the front axle. In the front axle there are hydraulically powered wheel-hub motors which can be engaged if required. To meet branch requirements MAN is presenting the HydroMatic with a two-axle snow-clearing vehicle. 

MAN TGA Low Entry
The distinctive feature of the MAN TGA Low Entry is the generously sized cab. It is 75 centimetres wide and the swivel doors – already familiar in buses – makes entering and alighting considerably easier for the crew. The cab floor is just 70 centimetres above the road. A total of five TGA Low Entry vehicles as refuse collection trucks can be seen on MAN’s stand and on the stands of the bodymakers at the IFAT.



Caption:
The MAN TGA Low Entry truck has been especially designed for use in the disposal industry. 

